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UTTRODUCTION

From August 8 through August 20, 1955 » "ti^c Geneva Conference on
the faacoful Uses of Atomic Energy was held. This Conference was
heralded with considerable acclaim and newspapers and radio stations
throughout Western G^^rmany followed the proceedings closely and gave
the sessions extensive coverage. International events were comparatively
calm during this period. Since the United States Government desired to
further the aims of the Conference and hoped through its participation
to help dispel some of the pessimistic views with which the whole subject
of atomic energy was surrounded, the Research Staff designed this study
to ascertain German opinions following the Conference,

The survey itself has been reported in two parts, Report Ho, 215
"German Reactions to the Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy" was concerned with those opinions bearing upon peaceful uses of
atomic energy. In this report, major emphasis has been placed on
opinions dealing with atomic energy as developed into atomic weapons.

The report is based upon a 940 case probability sample representative
of the Y/est German population 18 years of age and over. Interviewing
was conducted between September 1 and 7» 1955 > ^^^ ^^^ conducted under
the auspices of DIVO - Gescllschaft fuer Markt- und Meinungsforschung
m.b.H., Frankfurt/Main, a German survey organization working under contract
with the Research Staff,

A special sample of 522 persons in an area v/horo American atomic
weapons are stationed was also made in order to determine ¥/hetj;ier closer
proximity, greater awareness of such weapons, or increased sensitivity
would give rise to significantly different opinions.

igv^fT ACC!rrrrT>
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SDMIARY

(Data and commGnt concerning the special sample have been omitted
since their opinions did not differ from the national average in any
significant respect.)

Section 1 ; Atomi c Weapons in the Defense
of Germany

STREHGTHEEED OPPOSITION TO U.S. ATOMIC RETALIATION - IF RUSSIANS DO
NOT ATTACK WITH ATOMIC BOMBS...

MAJORITY APPROVE ATOMIC RETALIATION AGAINST ATOMIC ATTACK...

TOILE GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF PRESENCE OF U.S. ATOMIC VffiAPONS IN GERIvIANY,

EVEN LESSENED APPROVAL FOR THEIR BEING HERE...

REASONS GIVEN FOR APPROVAL AND DISAPPROVAL OF U.S. ATOMIC VffiAPONS

IN GERIMNY...

GERJ-IANY NOMINATED AS COUNTRY MOST LIKELY TO BE HIT BY A OR H BOMBS
IN EVENT OF A NEY/ WAR. . .

LESS THAN HALF KNOW OF NATO AIR MANEUVERS . .

.

MANEUVERS VIEWED UNFAVORABLY...

"CARTE BLANCHE" DEMONSTRATED THE STRENGTH OF THE VfEST...

DAMAGE CAUSED DURING MANEUVERS, AND FiAR OF FUTURE ATOMIC WAR, LEADING
REASONS FOR UlTFAVORABLE OPINIONS OF "CARTE BLANCHE"..,

TENDENCY TO FEEL FEDEFlAL REPUBLIC CANNOT BE SUCCESSFULLY DEFENDED
AGAINST THE EAST...

MAJORITY FEELS NO PROTECTION POSSIBLE AGAINST ATOMIC WEAPONS,,.

Sect ion 2 : Opinions Concerni nff Bomh _T c^s "i" g_

DECREASED AT/ARENESS OF TESTS...

NOW, li^CREASED OPPOSITION TO CONTINUED U.S. A-BOMB TESTS...

OVERV/HELMING M/iJORITY FEELS TESTS ENDANGERING MANKIND.,,

"UNCLASSIFrED
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Section ^ : Efforts in the Field of Atomic
Control

nJCREASED REALIZATION OP EFFORTS TO BAN ATOMIC WARFARE...

MIERICA GIVEN INCREASED CREDIT BY INFORI.'IED PEOPLE...

INCREASED BLAI.IE FOR RUSSIA THAT AGREEIISNT HAS NOT YET BEEN REACHED..,

CONSIDERABLE UNCERTAINTY OVER WHO V/OULD BENEFIT FROM A BAN ON ATOMIC
\7EAP0NS . .

.

Section 4 s Additional Questions

AMERICAN ATOMIC SUPERIORITY OVER RUSSIA SLIPPING...

ONCE AGAIN, SLIGHT TENDENCY TO FEEL A AND H BOMBS WOULD NOT BE USED
IN A NEW WAR...

FAITH IN AMERICA'S HANDLING OF THE A AND H BOMBS STILL HIGH...

tINaASSIFtED
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Section 1 ; Atomic Weapons in the Defense
of Germany

STR3NGTHENED OPPOSITION TO U.S. ATOMIC EETALIATION - IF RUSSIANS DO NOT
ATTACK WITH ATOHIC BOlffiSo.,

The strong opposition to the U.S.'s coming to German defense by dropping
A and H bombs on Russia, first unearthed in the April, 1954^ survey, is
found even stronger today,

"Supposing Russia would attack West Germany without us ing
atomic weapons ; would you personally then agree to Arn'ofT-'a

using atom and hydrogen bombs on Russia in order to defend
Y/est Germany, or wouldn't you?"
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Opinions Concerning American Atomic Retaliation
if Russia Attacked West Germany

If Russians Attack

Without Y/ith

Atomic \7oapons Atomic Weapons

Agree to retaliation 15^ 48 = 65^
Would not agree 65 — ''—-. 12 = 12

No opinion 20 .• 5 = 25
100?^ 1005!^

WHILE GREATER KITOWLEDGE OF PRESENCE OF U.S. ATOMIC YffiAPONS IN GERilAIW,

EVEN LESSEl^iED APPROVAL FOR THEIR BEING HERE...

The percentage of people knowing that the U.S. has atomic weapons
stationed in the Federal Republic has increased during the past one and
one-half years from roughly 25?^ to 40?^ today.

"Can you perhaps toll mo whether there are any atomic weapons
in West Germany at the present time? (What weapons?)

Y/ost Germany Y/est Berlin
April Sept April Sept

1954 1955 1954 1955
(618) (940) (207) (500)

Yes, American atomic cannons 25^ '^d'^o 28^ 34?^

Yes, guided atomic missiles 4 4 4 3

Yos, other atomic vreapons 2 2 15
No opinion 74 60 _70 _60

1059^ 102;b@ . 105?^ 10"2^

Concommitant with increased knowledge, however, has come increased
disapproval.

"Do you approve of America having stationed atomic weapons
here in Y/est Germany, or don' t you approve?"

Y/ost Germany "West Berlin
April Sept April Sept
1954 1955 1954 1955
(618) (940) (207) (300)

Approve 55°/^ 50^ 64?^ 56?^

Don't apprbve 39 45 27 39
No opinion 26 25 2 \

lOOfo lOOfo 100^ 100^

REASONS GIVEN FOR APPROVAL AlW DISAPPROVAL OF U.S. ATOMIC WEAPONS
IN GERJIANY...

"Do you approve of America having stationed atomic weapons
hero in West Germany, or don't you approve?"

If "Approve" 8

For what reasons do you approve?

@ Some respondents gave more than one ansv/er.
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Y/est Yifcst

Germany Berlin

It's a protection - it increases our security : 2 "^Jo

"Thanks to these weapons, we will he safe
against attacks from the East.'.'

"It's hccausG so far no peace has been concluded
and thus wo arc unarmed. As long as the present
state of affairs continues, we need these weapons
for our protection."

"These atomic weapons have been sot up in West
Germany for the purpose of protecting the

country more effectively r"

"It's a protection for us, it safeguards us

against possible attacks by the Russians."
"The Russians have atomic weapons, too, after
all, therefore it's self-evident that we must
protect ourselves,"

"In case of v/ar it would take the Americans less
time to get ready for action if atomic weapons
are stationed right here in our country."

"As a surprise attack by the Russians cannot be

entirely discounted, wc must have weapons ready
at hand, for wc will need the Americans to help
us defend our country."
"Weapons must bo on hand, for otherwise Tire vrould

be in a spot if the Russians should attack. It

voiild fchon be too late to go asking the Americans
for help. Even seconds might decide the outcome
of such a struggle."

It's meant as a Teaming and det errent to the 5 9

RiiQSians

:

"It's necessary to inspire the Russians with
respect,"

"I feel the Russians will be afraid of these
atomic weapons and will drop any aggressive
designs*"

"These atomic v/capons will act as a deterrent
to the Russians,"

Other answers; 1 2

"If the Americans think it's necessary to have
at6mic weapons stationed in Germany, then it's
all right with me, I'm sure they knov/ what they

are doing,"
"Because so far no agreement has been reached on
the peaceful use of atomic energy,"

Fo opinion/No answer ; , ,

Some respondents gave more than one answer,

- 3 •
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"Bo you approve of America having stationed atomic weapons
hero in West Germany, or don't you approve?"

If "Don't approvQW;

For what reasons don' t you approve?

West West
Germany Berl in

It endanAQgB lives 1-^ Germg^yt ^0, i^ffo

"Because it might be harmful for us. We Germans
are not allowed to develop our own atomic weapons
but have to tolerate their being tested in our
country so that radio-active dust might form that
will be dangerous for people over hero."

"I regard it as a groat danger, for if there is a
heavy thunderstorm these things might explode."
"If these bombs are so dangerous one might well get
alarmed about their being stationed here in Germany -

if they should happen to blow off - v/cll, heaven
forbid,"
"Because that's too dangerous for the whole of the
German people."

Germany doesn't want to have anything to do with it ; 10 4

"Germany is to become neutral and not the center of
an atomic war."

"T/est Germany is no longer an occupied country j The
Americans have no more business over here and we
don't need atom bombs."

"If we arc not allowed to produce atomic weapons then
they shouldn't station them here eithora"

I t increase s the dange r of a vjar; 8 8

"Where bombs are stored var v/ill break out sooner
than somewhere else; there's no need for us to have
atomic weapons stationed here."

"Because they will be all too quick on trying them
out."

"They increase the danger of war*"
"That might cause the outbreak of war because in
the long run the Russians won't stand that."

I am strongly opposed to war and armament programs: 4 5

"Because I am principally against atomic weapons
since their use would lead to a general disaster."

"All atomic v/eapons should be destroyed."

Fear that Russia would station atomic weapons in x c

the East Zone ;

"T/ith the same right the Russians could station
atomic weapons in the East Zone."

"It would look as if we wanted to threaten them vv'ith

war, and would force the Russians to station atomic
weapons in the East Zone."

(Cont'd on next page)
f
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West T/cst

Germany Berlin

It is a provocation against Russia ; 5^ 4^

"That's a provocation against the East,
It's like boasting all the time: 'Look
here, we are stronger than you are,"

"It is a provocation against the East,
In case of need, these weapons could be
moved to Germany from somewhere else."
"It would provoke Russia to take counter-
measures."

Other and general answers ; 2 5

"Because many roads get blocked and crops
are destroyed - the transport of atomic
weapons needing so much room,"
"They might be misused. You can hardly
trust the Germans anymore these days and
I take it they have access to these
v/eapons. That's what I don't want."

No opinion/Ho answer ;

A6fc@ 45?fe

GERl'LMTY NOMKATED AS COinTTRY MOST LIKELY TO BE HIT BY A OR H BOMBS
IN EVENT OF A NEW V/AR . . .

In German eyes, Germany is considered more likely to be the victim
of atomic warfare by a 2:1 margin over almost any other country.
Germany attains this distinction through a lessened conviction that
the U<,S,, Russia or England would be recipients of such bombSo

"In your opinion, on which countries v/ould atom and
hydrogen bombs most likely be dropped in a v/ar

between East and West which involved atomic weapons?"

¥S.^ .Gc-rmaiiy Wc s t _
Berjl-i n

AprTl Feb " Sept April Sept

1954 1955 1955 1954 1955
(604)**(820)**(920)** (207) (500)

America 2Jfo 23io 2lfo A3'fo 57^
Russia 35 54 24 58 44
Germany 41 42 40
England 9 I9 11
Prance 7 12 10
All these countries I5 25 21
Other countries 9 7 8

No opinion 21 22 22
1605^© 188^ 1575fe 1785^ lf4'fc@

LESS THaN HALF KNOW OF NATO AIR IIANEUVERS . . .

Less than one in two (465^) remember having heard or read of the NATO
air maneuvers which took place in West Germany ("Carte Blanche" )e

* Includop people 21 years of age and over,

@ Some respondents gave more than one answer.

27





"Have you heard or road about the recent air maneuvers of
NATOi the European Defense Community, v/hich have taken
place in Y/estern Europe and the Federal Republic?"

We st Germany West Berlin

Hoard (read) about it 46^ 455^

Did not know _^4. ^3.
lOOfo lOOfo

MANEUVERS VIEV/ED UNFAVORABLY...

Of those who had knowledge of the air maneuver, tw^ico as many held
unfavorable as against favorable impressions of them (15?° vs Tfo)

»

IF "Heard (read) about it" :

"By and large, have you been favorably or unfavorably
impressed by these maneuvers of NATO in V/cst Germany?"

West Germany West Berlijn

(940) r^ooy

Favorably ^fo ITfo

Unfavorably 15 15
Ncithcr-nor 20 8

No opinion _4. _§.
Yo 45/0

"CARTE BLANCHE" DEMONSTRATED THE STRENGTH OF THE VffiST.,.

Main reasons for favorable opinions of the NATO maneuvers ares
a) that these operations showed the East the defensive pov/er of
the West, and b) the maneuvers were necessary to maintain the
fighting fitness of the NATO forces,

"By and large, have you been favorably or unfavorably
impressed by these maneuvers of NATO in West Germany?"

IF "Favorably"

;

V/hy do you feel that way?
West West

Germany BorlJ-n

Becaus e these air maneuvers showed the ^fo 6fo

East the strength and defensive power
of the V/est i

"They proved that NATO is in a position to
check a Communist attack any time."

"It is a good thing to show the Russians
how powerful we arc."
"NATO had to test its forces in order to
find out the effectiveness of their
striking pov/cr in case of war against
Russia,"

^'^^'(i/'^!^^^''^
^^^^^
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No opiniorn

¥ost West
Germe.ny Berlin

Bccauso manouvers are necessary to maintain 2^
the striking pov;cr of military forces ;

"Maneuvers make soldiers acquainted with
the terrain."

"Because maneuvers keep military forces fit
for fighting."

"These maneuvers wexo performed in order to
test and coordinate the military forces of
the different NATO members."

Because they indirectly contribute to the 1
protection of West Germany ;

"All these preparations are meant for
Germany's security; therefore, I can't
but favorably judge them,"

"As we don't have military forces of our
oim. for ovm protection, it is only
favorable to have foreign defense forces
stationed in our country, and that military
fcrccs have to execute maneuvers goes without
saying."

"Wo need those air forces as badly for our
protection as we need police forces* They
demonstrated that we can successfully be
defended c"

Other and general answers; 1

"Armed forces can't do v/ithout maneuvers.
They are necessary."
"By and large, they didn't cause much damage
over here,"

T/o \3icm

DAMAGE CAUSED DURING MAITOUVERS, AND FEAR OF FUTURE ATOMIC WAR,
LEADING REASONS FOR UNFAVORABLE OPINIONS OF "CARTE BLANCHE",,.

"By and large, have you been favorably or unfavorably
impressed by these maneuvers of NATO in West Germany?"

IF "Unfavorably"

:

Why do you feel that way?

(Cont'd on next page)

* Less than one-half of one percent.

@ Some respondents gave more than one ansv/er.
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West \7cst

Germany Berlin

Because casualties and damages occurrod ; "jfo 'jfo

"Too many of those taking part were involved
in accidents. There v«'crc quite a number of
people injured."
"Because too many people T;crc killed,"
"The noise of jet fighters is harmful to the
human organism (doctor's report that I read
in newspaper),"

"The maneuvers were executed v;ith great
disregard for private property and too much
damage has boon done."

"Too great material damage - I'm thinking of
damage to crops."

"They ruined crops and God knows Vi^hat else,"

J.Qp-5^.^s o it makes me think of war and the 6 6

dreadful effect of atomic warfare ;

"Never again do we want to see or hear
anything about war."

"I'm frightened by all these terrible prep-
arations; that looks like war."
"Because of these everlasting memories of
the last war."

"Because they shov/ed clearly the frightful
effects of a possible atomic war,"

"It has shown that all life will be destroyed
by atomic weapons."
"Because these maneuvers have shov.TL that in
case of war Germany would be completely
destroyed,"

Because the Western Pov/ors should execute 2 2

i)^£i?lJ5§;S.® \!^y?.?L^_i?,_!t l^''!ir own country

i

"They should execute their maneuvers in their
own country and not here,"

"It's just taking advantage of our v.'caknesso

In any other country these maneuvers v/ouldn' t

have been permitted, I'm sure,"

Because they increase the tens ion between * *

Eas t and West

:

"Because the enemy would then be justified
to hold maneuvers too, and that might lead
to border incidents,"

Because they shov/ed the inadequacy of 1 2

defense measures ;

"These maneuvers showed that all methods
employed up till now v/ould be outdated in
case of an atomic war,"

"Adequate defense in modern warfare is

impossible,"
(Cont'd on next page)

* Less than one-half of one percent.

UNaASSIFlED
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Other and general answers :

"According to reports about the maneuver,
260 A-bombs arc said to be stored in
West Germany."

ITo opinion/No answer >

West
Germany

16^

West
Berlin

Vfo

1

19^

TENDENCY TO FEEL FEDERAL REPUBLIC CANNOT BE SUCCESSFULLY DEFENDED
AGAINST THE EAST...

y/hile the overwhelming majority (62^) do not know, from the maneuvers,
vifhether V/est Germ3,ny could be successfully defended or not, among those
with an opinion, almost twice as many (24^) thought they shov/ud that
the Federal Republic could not be sucoessfully defended as thought
that defense v/as possible (14%).

"From what you knov/ of the maneuvers, did it become
evident that Y/est Germany can or cannot be successfully
defended against an attack from the East?"

West Germany West Berlin

Can be defended successfully
Cannot be defended successfully
Don't know

24

ido>o

32/o

29

100^

MAJORITY FEELS NO PROTECTION POSSIBLE AGAINST ATOMIC Yi/EAPONS . c .

Perhaps the ultimate in pessimism is seen in the fact that a clear
majority (57/^) feels that there simply is no effective protection
against atomic v;eapons

.

"As far as you know, is there any effective protection
against atomic weapons, or is it not possible to protect
oneself effectively against atomic weapons?"

West Germany West Berlin

Protection possible
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Section 2 i Opinions Concerning Bonb Tests

DECREASED AyARENESS OF TESTS . .

.

Fewer people today, as against a year and a half ago, seen to realize
that tests are being carried out - JV/o heard of the tests as against

QOfo earlier* Even though fewer people were aware, these individuals

naned relatively nore localities where they considered tests to have

taken place (an average of 1,5 areas nentioned by those aware as

against 1,1 in April, 1954)

•

As conpared with April, 1954; tvrioe as nany acre people in T/est Ger-

nany stated that the U«S. is conducting experimental detonations with-

in the country and nore than three tines as nany stated that Russia is

doing so also within their boundries.

"Have you heard anything about tests which have
been carried out recently with aton and hydrogen
bonbs? ('here did these teste take place?)"

No,
Yes,

Yes,
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"jl8 you (nay) know^ /jnerioa has oarried out neu tests
with atonic v/eapons in the last year: Are you for
or against Anerica continuing these tests for tho
developaent of atoa and hydrogen bonbe?

^7est Geraany ¥est BerJ.ln
April Sept April Sept
1954 1955 1954 1955
(618) (940) (207) (300)

For 37^ 29^ 565^ 425$

Against 55 4^ 35 55
No opinion ' 28 __2^ 9 ^

100"^^ loc^ 100^ 1005^

Y.lien those opposed were again asked if they \?ould persist in their
opposition if Russia continued its atonic tests; a large najority
uould change their decision and favor continuation of /^juerican tests,

"Supposing Russia uould continue its atonic tests for
the developnent of aton and hydrogen bonbs^ would you
even then be against ikierioa continuing its tests, or
would you be for it in that case?" (Asked only ^f.

those against Anerica continuing atonic tests.)

No^ in that case for it
Yes

J
even then against it

No opinion

T.Tiile, as cited, a najority (595^) vrould approve continued Anerican tests
if Russia tilso continued its tests, this approval is less than that found
in the previous survey when 625^ had approvedr. Opposition; oven under
these conditions, has also increased - 12^ now v;ould; even in the faoo
of Russian tests, be against Anerica' s continuation, whereas 6^0 per-
sisted in their opposition earlier*

73^^
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OVERT.-HELMIFG MilJORITY FEELS TESTS EroAlIGERING MAMim) . .

.

More than f out of ten {jl'f) consider the atonic boub teste to "bo

dangerous in their effects on the population of the earth. Only-
one out of ten (llfo) tends to nininize the dangers and considers
the tests not so dangerous or harnless in their effects,

"Nowadays people talk a lot about the effects
of aton bonb tests on oxir planete Of course,
nobody knows anything definite about it.
Do you personally consider these aton bonb
tests to be very dangerous, dangerous^ not
so dangerous or harraless in their effects
on the population of the earth?"

l.est Gernani IIist_^erlin

(946F' r^oo)

Very dangerous
Dangerous

Not so dangerous
Harnless

No opinion

35/-

36

8

3

18
1005^

1
71/0

11

If {1^

10
15

1005^

25

- 12 -
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Section 3 1 Efforts In the Field of Atonlo
Control

INCREASED REALIZATION OF EFFORTS TO BAN ATOMIC '>7ARFARE ^ ,

.

There has been increased knowledge of the existence of efforts aiued

at preventing the use of atonic energy for war, until today about

half of the population is so infomed (495^) •

'Have you heard or read of any efforts ained at

preventing the use of atonlo energy for war?"

Tifest Gemany Vest Berlin
April Sept April Sept

1954 1955 1954 1955
(618) (940) (207) (500)

Yes 42/0 49/^ ^% 6955

No _^ _il ^5 ^1
100^ 100^ 10(^ lOC^

/iMERICA GIVEN INCREASED CREDIT BY INFORMED PEOPLE ...

\7hen the replies of the inforned individuals were tabulated in response

to a follow-up query as to v;hich countries had uade efforts to ban atonic

warfare
J

a greater percentage naned the UaSa than had done so fornerly

(535^ as against 50^ earlier)* Indeed, the ratio of those naning the

UsS^ as against Russia has also increased so that it now is well over 2.%\

(585^ as conpared vjith 22$^ for Russia .- earlier it had been 50;^ and j58^/>

"TJho nado these efforts?'

Anerica
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Section 4 » Additional Questions

AlvffiRICAN ATOMIC SUPERIORITY OVER RUSSIA SLIPPING .,.

There has been a decided shift in German evaluation of the relative
strength of Russia and the U» S, in atomic weapons. Whereas formerly
a majority (5I/0) thought the U, S, was stronger, only about a third
(57?^) think so now. Seemingly, most of those who shifted now think
that both countries are "about the same",

"In your opinion, which country is at present stronger
in atomic weapons - Russia or America?"
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FAITH IN A1.IERICA'S HANDLING OF THE A AND H BOIIBS STILL HIGH .,

Results almost identical to those obtftlned in April, 1954, reveal
that two-thirds of the West Gorman population (67^) still feel that
they could rely on America to use the bombs only in extreme emergencies,

"Do you believe that one can rely on America using
atom and hydrogen bombs only in an extreme emergency,
or do you believe that America might be too rash in
using atom and hydrogen bombs?"

West Germany West Berlin
April Sept April Sept
1954 1955 1954 1955

(618) (940) (207) (500)

ViTould use only in an
extreme emergency

Might use rashly
No opinion

67/» 67^ 94?$ 905^

11 11 2

22 22 ^
100^ 100^ 100;^ 100?^

^^l^^uASBIT'Q::^
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